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We consider a small random perturbation of a non-linear heat equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
on an interval. The equation can be thought of as a gradient type dynamical system in the space of 
continuous functions of the interval. It has two stable equilibrium configurations, and several saddle 
points. We prove that, with probability growing to one in the limit as the strength of the noise goes to 
zero, the tunnelling between the two stable configurations occurs close to the saddle points with lowest 
potential. This was suggested by Faris and Jona-Lasinio (1982), who introduced the model. 
We also prove stability of time averages along a path of the process, in the sense introduced by 
Cassandro, Calves, Olivieri and Vares (1984), as part of their characterization of metastability for 
stochastic systems. 
random perturbations * infinite dimensional dynamical systems * metastability * large deviations 
1. Introduction 
We consider, for E > 0, the process u-(x, t) satisfying (formally) the following 
stochastic partial differential equation: 
duE a2u' 
y=s- V’(UE)+&a, (l.la) 
UE(O, f)=uf(L, f)=O vtzo, (l.lb) 
UF (x9 0) = P(X), (l.lc) 
where x belongs to the interval [0, L], V(u) =$u4-$u2, with A and p fixed 
positive values, and CT is a space-time white noise. The initial datum, rp, is a continuous 
function satisfying ~(0) = p(L) = 0. 
This process can be thought of as a perturbation of the dynamical system (in the 
space of continuous functions) given by 
du ss _=-- 
at cst (1.2) 
where the potential S is the functional 
St+>= JoL [:(z)‘+ WV] dx
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Thus, we have an infinite dimensional version of the type of model studied by 
Freidlin and Wentzell (1984). Chafee and Infante (1974) showed that, for large 
enough L, (1.2) exhibits several critical points. Two of them are stable and the 
others are saddle points. Further results on this kind of systems can be found in the 
book of Henry (1981). 
Faris and Jona Lasinio (1982) gave a rigorous meaning for (l.l), and obtained 
large deviation estimates for uF, analogous to that of Freidlin and Wentzell (1984). 
They used them to obtain lower and upper estimates for the probability of passing 
from one stable position to the other (tunnelling) in a fixed time. The estimates 
suggest that this passage takes place (in the limit, as e goes to zero) through the 
saddle points with lowest value of the potential S. We prove (Theorem 2.1) that 
this is true in the following sense: with probability going to one as F goes to zero, 
the process uF is close (in the uniform norm) to the saddle points with lowest 
potential, at the time of escape from the basin of one of the attractors. 
Our second result (Theorem 2.2) is motivated by the papers of Cassandro, Calves, 
Olivieri and Vares (1984, 1987). In these articles they introduced a characterization 
of metastability for stochastic processes, based on the consideration of time averages 
along the paths of the process. Metastable behavior is characterized by two facts: 
the time averages remain stable, until an abrupt transition occurs, and another value 
is detected; moreover the time of this transition is unpredictable in the sense that 
suitably resealed, it has an exponential distribution. We prove the first of these facts 
for u’, that is, that time averages of continuous functions evaluated along the paths 
ut starting close to one of the stable configurations, stay close to the value corre- 
sponding to this configuration, with large probability (in the limit as F goes to zero). 
The time averages are taken along intervals of length going to infinity, and times 
can be taken as being almost (in the suitable scale) the transition time. That is, from 
the point of view of the time averages, the system behaves up to the transition as 
if the other attracting point of (1.2) does not exist. We refer to Cassandro, Olivieri 
and Vares (1982) for a description of metastability in physical systems, and motiva- 
tions for the given characterization. Martinelli, Olivieri and Scoppola (1988) recently 
showed the exponentiality of the transition time. 
In connection with physical models related to this process, we would like to 
mention the work of Cassandro, Olivieri and Picco (1986), where they studied a 
system like (1.1) in the limit L + cc in an appropriate way, and discussed some ideas 
relating (1.1) with certain spin systems. A similar equation, but with a different 
noise appears in De Masi, Ferrari and Lebowitz (1986) as limit of the scaled 
magnetization density of a spin system with stochastic dynamics. 
In Section 2, we fix the notation, recall some previous results concerning (1.1) 
(mainly from Faris and Jona-Lasinio, 1982) and state our results. 
We prove Theorem 2.1 in Section 3. The proof employs the same constructions 
used by Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) for treating the problem of escape from an 
attracting domain (Theorem 2.1, Chapter 4). A new element here is the presence of 
saddle points on the boundary of the set from which the process escapes. (Problem 
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already present in the work of Comets (1987) in another model.) Besides this, in 
the present context we had to overcome some difficulties to treat the infinite 
dimensional case. Freidlin (1988) states a result equivalent to Theorem 2.1 (Chap- 
ter 4) of Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) (without providing a detailed proof), for a 
class of processes including u-. 
In Section 4, Theorem 2.2 is proved. The proof follows the scheme of that of the 
analogous model in finite dimension given by Galves, Olivieri and Vares (1987). 
Estimates of the time needed to escape are obtained here (in finite dimension they 
were already known). Again, the non compactness of sets involved introduces extra 
complications, some of them related with the behavior of the deterministic equation 
(1.2). Some regularity properties of its solutions are proved in the Appendix. 
2. Preliminaries and results 
We start by establishing the notation, and then recollect some facts concerning the 
process U* that will permit us to state our results, and will be used in its proofs. In 
particular, we show how to give a precise meaning for (l.l), we list some properties 
of the dynamical system given by (1.2), and write down the large deviation estimates 
for the process, that will be crucial in our proofs. The details can be found in Faris 
and Jona-Lasinio’s paper (1982). 
Notation: (a) C,[O, L] = {cp : [0, L] +lR: p is continuous and ~(0) = cp(L) = O}. 
Greek letters will be used to indicate elements in this space. Unless otherwise stated, 
the topology in C,[O, L] will be the one derived from the sup norm: for cp in CI,[O, L], 
(b) CL is the subset of CDIO, L] consisting of continuously differentiable func- 
tions. In this subspace, we introduce the norm 
(c) B,(q) denotes the ball of C,[O, L] centered in cp with radius a. 
(d) For any T>O, let C,([O,L]x[O, T])={u:([O,L]x[O, T])+R: u is con- 
tinuous and ~(0, t) = u( 15, f) = 0 Vt 3 O}. It will also be considered with the sup 
norm. For u and 21 in this space, 
lI417= ,;;pT, I44 4 and d7(~,~)=J(~-~]]T. 
X~[%Ll 
(e) G,,([O, Ll x W, TI) = {u E GW, Ll x W, TN: 4.) 0) = cp(. )I. 
(f) A function u in C,[O, L] will be said regular when au/at and d2u/ax2 exist 
and are continuous. 
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The equation (1.1) can be rewritten in its integral form: 
us=-GV’(u’)+~w+ggcp, (2.1) 
where 
(a) g is the integral operator that solves the initial value problem for the heat 
equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions in [0, L]; 
(b) G is the integral operator that solves the non-homogeneous problem for the 
heat equation with initial condition the null function; 
(c) w is formally equal to Gcu. It can be shown to be a process with continuous 
paths in both variables x and t, satisfying w(x, 0) = 0 and ~(0, t) = w(L, t) = 0 Vt 2 0 
with probability one. 
Now for each T> 0, one can think EW + gcp as an element of C,([O, L] x [0, T]), 
for each point of the probability space. Then, it can be shown that the integral 
equation (2.1) has a unique solution in this space, that can be extended globally in 
time. In this way, for each path sw(x, t), and initial condition cp E CDIO, L], one 
obtains a path u’(x, t; cp), x E [0, L], t E [0, T] satisfying (2.1). We shall think of it 
as a process indexed by t Z= 0, taking values in Cn[O, L], and the spatial variable 
will be omitted sometimes in the notation. 
The deterministic system, that is, (1.1) with E = 0 was first studied by Chafee and 
Infante (1974). The book of Henry (1981) contains a more detailed analysis of its 
orbits. Deterministic solutions starting at cp will be denoted by u(t; cp) instead of 
uO(t; cp). 
The potential S (see (1.2)) is the functional in Cb[O, L] defined by 
dx if Ic, is absolutely continuous, 
if not. 
The equilibrium points for this equation, that is, the critical points of the functional 
S, are those functions + satisfying 
S’(4) = 0, or $= V’(4) and 4(0)=4(L)=O. 
It is known that: if NT < p”‘L s (N + l)n, then S has exactly 2N + 1 critical points, 
that will be denoted by 4,) -I#J,, c$~, -c#Q, . . . , c$~, -4N, and 0 (the null function). 
They are C”, each (P,, has n half-periods, and S(+$,) < S(+$J,) < . . . <S(*+,) < 
S(0) = 0. When (1.2) is considered in C’, *+, are stable, and f42r.. . , *$N, 0 are 
unstable. It is also known that for any initial condition q in C,[O, L], u( t ; cp) + 4 
as t + ~0, where 4 is one of the equilibrium points. The sets %I* = {cp: u( t; cp) + ++,} 
are open, and the critical points belong to the (common) boundary of these sets 
(see Faris and Jona-Lasinio, 1982). 
It is shown in the Appendix that k4, are stable with respect to the sup norm, 
that is, given a small neighborhood of ~,(-~l)Bb(~l)(B~(-~l)), there exists a > 0 
such that u(t; cp) remains in &(ti,)(&,(-4,)) for t 2 0, if the initial configuration 
cp belongs to &(&)(B,(-6)). 
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We shall consider L fixed in such a way that only three unstable equilibria exist 
(*& and 0). In this case, there are orbits Uij connecting the critical points as in 
Figure 1, that is, solutions of (1.1) with E = 0, that can be defined for f E (-CO, +a), 
and with lim,,_, vij( t) = C#Q, lim,,,, v,~( t) = Cpj (here, & = 0), for i and j such that 
S(C$~) < S(&,), i, j = *l, *2,3 (Henry, 1981, p. 126). In fact, the analogous result is 
known for arbitrary L. (It is quoted in the book of Hale, Magalhaes and Oliva 
(1984) as an unpublished result of Hale and do Nascimento.) This permits to treat 
the general case (that is, any number of equilibria) exactly the same way, but we 
prefer to restrict ourselves to the situation of Figure 1 in order to simplify the 
exposition. 
Fig. I 
For t > 0, u( t; cp) is continuous as a function of the initial datum. More precisely, 
given T > 0, there exists K > 0 such that 
For any pair of initial conditions cp, and cp *I the corresponding processes u’( t; ql) 
and nF( t; cp2) can be constructed by transforming the same EW. This simple remark 
permits to compare paths of the process starting at different points, what will be 
crucial in our proofs. In particular, one obtains the estimate 
;_u~lln”(*, r; CP~)-U’(*, r; ~2~llm~~‘TllcP~-~211m. (2.3) 
Here, K depends on the sup norm of the corresponding w. Both estimates follow 
from Theorem 5.10 of Faris and Jona-Lasinio (1982). 
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Large deviation estimates for uF will be the main tool in the proofs of Theorems 
2.1 and 2.2. They are obtained from the corresponding estimates for the gaussian 
process EW, whose action functional is: 
]h(x, t)(’ dx dt iff= Gh for some h in L’([O, L] x [0, T]), 
if not. 
The action functional for up( * ; cp) will be denoted by Z(U), or by Z,‘(u) when the 
time and initial condition are to be emphasized. It is given by 
Z(n) = Zll(&‘(n)), 
where 4, : C,,([O, L] x [O, r]) + C,,([O, L] x [0, T]) sends each path FW into the 
unique solution of uE = -GV’(u”)+ew+gcp. If u-gqo is in the domain of G-’ then 
(2.4) 
Both 4, and 4,’ are continuous. This observation permits to translate properties 
of Z,, into the corresponding ones for Z, and to deduce large deviation estimates for 
uF from that of EW. We shall need a slightly different form of these estimates to that 
which appears in Faris and Jona-Lasinio (1982). They are: 
(i) For any 6 > 0, h > 0 and bounded set 58 c C,[O, L], there exists Ed such that 
P,{d,(u’,f) < a}> eP(‘g(j)+h)‘FZ (2Sa) 
for all E < F”, for all 9~2 and f~ C,([O, L]x[O, T]) such that f( ., ~)E=Y for 
OSf<T. 
(ii) For any 6 > 0, h > 0, so> 0 and bounded set 2~ CDIO, L], there exists co such 
that 
P,{dT(uF, _Z.i) ae -(s--h)/? 
forall ~<~~,(~~~aands~~~,where 
(2Sb) 
Z”, = U-E C,,([O, Ll x LO, TI): C(f) sz s>- 
They are equivalent to that of Faris and Jona-Lasinio, except for the uniformity 
in the initial condition. That this uniformity holds follows from the inequality: 
II~,(~~)-~~(~~)IIT~eKTll~~--~ll~, (2.6) 
where w and 6 are in C,,,([O, L] x [0, T]), and K depends only on the norm of 
w, 6 and cp. This inequality can be deduced in the same way as estimate (2.3). 
We shall consider a bounded set & = BR(0) c C,([O, L] such that all the equili- 
brium points of (1.2) and the orbits yij of Figure 1 are included in it, and with 
S(cp) > 2, for any cp in the boundary of Z3R--I(0). We shall denote &+ = d n Q+, and 
6((p) = inf{t 2 0: up( t; cp) E C,[O, L]\ti+}, 
and in general, 6 ( yo, Y?) is the hitting time 
~~((0, %)=inf{tzO: u’(t; (P)E %?}. 
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The parameter E and the function cp will be omitted in the notation when they are 
clear. &(*&) means &($2) u &-C&J, and P, denotes the law of U& starting at 
cp. Finally, our first result reads: 
Theorem 2.1. For any given S > 0, 
v; P,{U’(T)@ B,5(*42)) = 0, (2.7) 
uniformly in the initial condition cp E B,(4,), where c>O is such that B,(~,)c 93+, 
and the orbits {u(t; ~p)},,~ remain at a positive distance d of a.%‘+ if a E B,(+,). 
In order to state our second result, fix c > 0 as in the previous theorem, and define 
T((p)=inf{taO: u’(t; ~)EB,(-4,)). 
When the initial condition is clear, we shall write only T’. Since T” + 00 as E + 0, 
we shall normalize, dividing by p, which is defined implicitly through P,,(T’ > PC} = 
I/e. 
Theorem 2.2. There exists a sequence R, + 00 as E + 0, RF//IF + 0 such that, for each 
S > 0 and bounded continuous f: CDIO, L] * [w, 
for P E N#J. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
As in Friedlin and Wentzell (1984), we first show that it is enough to look at the 
paths since their last visit to a small neighborhood of c$, . 
Define, for each positive r > 0, 
dr)={~ECDIO,Ll: tt(P-httrn=d, 
and, for a and b positive numbers such that a <+b (they will be chosen later 
conveniently small), the increasing sequence of stopping times: 
ffo=o, vO=inf{t>aO: uE(t)E r(b)} 
and for n E N, 
un =inf{t> q,_,: u’(t)e r(a)uad+}, ~,=inf{t>u,,: u”(t)EY(b)}. 
If any of the sets involved were empty, define the corresponding time as +a. Define 
the Markov chain 2, = ~‘(a,,) and the random variable N = inf{n b 0: 2, E a.&}. 
Since the process ue escapes from any bounded set (a.s.) and we shall only consider 
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events involving times up to rF, we do not need to take care of the possibility of 
2, not being well defined. From the strong Markov property, one has, for cp, E r(a), 
(3.1) 
To complete the proof in case that the initial condition belongs to r(a), we shall 
give a lower bound for the denominator, and an upper bound for the numerator 
such that the quotient goes to zero with F. The next lemma provides the lower 
bound. Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 will give the upper bound. 
Denote AS = S( +2) - S( 4r). 
Lemma 3.1. Given b > 0, with Bb(41) = 93+, let a E (0, ;b) be such that if cp belongs 
to y(a), then the deterministic orbit {u(t; cp), t 200) does not intersect y(tb). Then, 
for any p E r(a), 
if E is suficiently small, where k is a positive constant that does not depend on b. 
Proof. It is enough to exhibit (for each cp E ~(a)), a path V, in C,,([O, L] x [0, T]) 
such that: 
P,{Z, E a.&+} 2 P,{d.r(u’, vc) < 8,) for some convenient so, T > 0, (3.2a) 
and 
Z(v,)~2AS+;kb. 
Estimate (2.5a) provides then 
The path will be the union 
(3.2b) 
the desired bound. 
of five pieces. We shall show how to construct and 
estimate the action of each of them. I(v,) is then bounded by the sum of the 
estimates of its parts. 
Now, let b be given, and cp E ~(a). Take a point (p4 belonging to the orbit v2,-, 
(see Figure l), with (((p4- 42]]a =ib and a point cpX on the orbit v*,, , such that 
]I(~~-(P~]]=$b.Call T,=inf{t~O:u(t;cp,)Ey(b)},(P2=u(T3;(P3)andcp,=u(l;cp). 
The first path goes from cp to ppl following the deterministic fiow, for time 1. It has 
zero action. The second piece, v2, is the linear interpolation between (p, and cp2 in 
time T, = llq, - (~~11~. Its action I2 satisfies 
I2 s - ‘pI( dx dt+2 
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where the constant k, depends on L, on ((u 2 r, and on 11 (p;II and 11 c+$jj. That these (( 
last two norms are bounded follows from the regularizing property of the determinis- 
tic flow (see Lemma A.1 for details). Since -y(u) and r(b) were conveniently chosen, 
I2 G ibk. (Where k is a convenient multiple of k, .) The third path is the one which 
does the work. It is just a piece of the orbit y,l with reversed time, from (p2 to cp3, 
in time TX. Its action, I(uj) is: 
The fourth path is the linear interpolation between cp3 and (p4 in time T4 = 11 (pX-(p4(loo. 
Its action is estimated exactly as that of the second path, obtaining the same bound 
as there. The final path is the evolution of (p4 by the flow, until it reaches B,(-+,), 
what is done in a time T5. Its action is zero. Summing the estimates, taking T equal 
to the sum of the times and So < ib, (3.2) follows. 0 
In order to estimate the numerator in (3.1), consider the sets 
&(+&) and &(a&+\&(*&)) 
=:{IC,E C,[O, Ll: d(rlr,a~+\&(+4,))<4, 
where c and d are positive, c < S and d <$(S -c) (they will be taken later con- 
veniently small). Define the times 
r2= rF(B,(f&)) and ro= T’(&(dd+\&(+J)). (3.3) 
(The index in the times reminds that they correspond to visiting times of neighbor- 
hoods of *& and 0.) We then decompose the event of interest into three disjoint 
parts: 
A=: (2, E a~+\&(*~,)} 
U[AC-I{T~<TA TA To}]. (3.4) 
(Recall that A n {T < TV} is empty.) To estimate the probability of the first set in this 
decomposition, observe that there exists h > 0 such that, for d small enough, 
inf S(P) > S(&)$- h. (3.5) 
a~Kf[d.d+\Bs(*dQ)l 
This follows from the fact that S attains in f& its minimum value on d& and 
from the lower semicontinuity of S. Thus, the paths in An {To < TV A T A T} enter in 
a region with large value of S in a time smaller than T, what gives large value for 
the action functional. The precise estimate is given in the next lemma. Define, for 
each E c C&O, L] and positive r, 
E’={cp~C,[0, L]: d(cp, E)sr}. 
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Lemma 3.2. If Fc C,[O, L], and, for certain 41, in CJO, L] of class C2, 
inf 
FE FZ’ 
S(t) > K > S( $) 
for some r > 0 such that d (+, F) > 3r, then: 
(a) For T > 0, 
~+{~(F4’/3)< T}< e-2[K-.%@)1/Fz_ 
(b) For any bounded set Yc C,[O, L] and T> 0 given, there is an a > 0 such that 
P,{f(F’) s T, r”(Co[O, L]\2’) 2 7E(Fr)}~~-2[K-S(~01’F2 
for all cp in B, ( I&) and E small enough. 
Proof. If u is a regular path in the set {r(FZr) G T}, and u(O) = $, 
dt = 2[S(u(T(F2’)))) - S($)l> 2[K - S($)l. (3.6) 
This bound can be extended for any path such that T( F5r’3) 6 T and u(0) = + 
(see Theorem 6.9 of Faris and Jona-Lasinio, 1982). Then (a) follows from (2Sb). 
If the initial condition is only continuous, it is not possible to estimate the action 
as in (3.6), and another reasoning is needed for proving (b). Let 2 and T be given, 
and construct u’( a; 4p) and u”( *; 4) as +‘,‘(a~) and +J’(Bw) for the same w. From 
(2.3), one has: 
Pu?(rF(F’)s T, re(Cg[O, L]\Z’)> r’(F’)} 
sP,,{T’(F”““)s T} if Ij(~-$ll<fe-~~r. (3.7) 
The constant K depends only on .Y, since, to establish the previous inequality, one 
compares the paths up( .; 9) and uE( *; Icf) only up to the time for u’( *; cp) to reach 
F’, which is smaller than T and the time to escape from the bounded set Z. The 
corresponding EW are then bounded. From (3.7) and (a), one gets (b), for a any 
number smaller than $ emK’rr. 0 
The paths which spend a longer time inside a bounded set and at positive distance 
from the equilibrium points also have large value of its action functional, and this 
permits to estimate the probability of the second set in (3.3). Define, for each e > 0, 
C, = &(*cfJ2) u &T(*+,) u &(O), 
and, for any “Ire C&O, L] x [0, T]), 
I(?+&lp(v). 
Precisely, we have: 
Lemma 3.3. Consider B c C,[O, L] bounded and closed. Then, giuen e > 0 and K > 0, 
there exists T > 0 such that Vqo E 2, 
P~(~f(C,)~~F(Cn[O,L]\~)>T}~ee-K’E*. 
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Proof. It is enough to show that there exist positive h and To such that 
I(A(T,, cp))a2h v(o~% 
where 
(3.8) 
A(T,cp)={u~c D,,([O, L] x[O, T]): ?J(., t)E Y\C,,,Vtc T}. 
(Recall that .Y = {cp E C,[O, L]: d(cp, 2) Q e}, and C, = B,(*$J,) u B,(*&) u 
B,(O).) Indeed, having proved (3.8) one has, 
P,{T~(C,)A~~(C~[O,L]\~)>T,}~P,{~(U’,/~,~)>~~}, 
what gives, estimating this last probability with the aid of (25b), and the strong 
Markov property 
PV{rF(Ce) A 7-‘(C&O, L]\z)> NT,}< (e-h’f’)N. 
Choosing N > K/h, and T = NT,, the desired estimate follows. 
Now, take 
T,=supinf{tsO: u(.,; cp) E C,,,u CD[O, Ll\~zeI. 
‘PGY 
From Proposition A.3, To is finite. One also has that I(A( T,, cp)) 2 H(p) for some 
positive H which may depend on cp (see Corollary 6.5 of Faris and Jona-Lasinio, 
1982). We wish to show that H is bounded away from zero. (In finite dimension, 
this is easily concluded from a compactness argument.) We proceed by contradiction. 
Suppose that there is a sequence u, E A( T,,, cp,,) such that I(u,,) + 0. Comparing n, 
with the corresponding deterministic solution u, =: u( . ; cp,), one easily gets 
II % - % II To s c II wn IIr,,, (3.9) 
where w, = +,,‘(u,,) and C is a positive constant that depends only on 2. From the 
definition of the action functionals I, and I, the sequence G-‘w, goes to zero in 
L’([O, L] x [O, To]). But, since G is bounded as an operator from this space into the 
corresponding L” space, (see, Proposition 5.7 of Faris and Jona-Lasinio, 1982), 
II w, 11 T,, goes to zero, and, by (3.9), so does II u, - u, I( Tc,. This contradicts the fact that 
v,, belongs to A( T,, p,,), and thus the lemma is proved. 0 
Remark 3.1. In fact, we have proved that if 9 c C,[O, L] is a bounded and closed 
set such that the deterministic orbits starting at 9 escape from 9’ in time less or 
equal than T, then inf{I(v): ZI E C,([O, L] x [0, T]) and v( ., t) E GBatlr s T}> 2M for 
some positive M. Estimate (2.5b) yields P+,{,‘(C,[O, L]\9) > T}s~-~“* for all 
cp E 9, if E is sufficiently small. 
It remains to estimate the third set on the right-hand side of (3.4). From the strong 
Markov property, and calling 7, = T( y( a)), one has 
P{Z, ~dti+\&(*&), TV< 7~ T A TV} 
= E[l T2<7nT’n7”“l, P ur(72){uE(T) E ad+\&(*42), dr(a))> 41. (3.10) 
The next lemma gives an estimate for the probability inside the expectation. 
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Lemma 3.4. There exists a positive constant C such that if Br(f&) is a suflciently 
small neighborhood of *&, 
Proof. Consider, for each c > 0, the sets 
P(c) = {rc, E C”[O, Ll: II+ k ~2llco = cl, 
and the sequence of stopping times defined by u0 = 0, 
a,=inf{taa,_, +1: u”(t)Er(C)}. 
Define N = inf{n: u,, > 7}, and take a, b, r(a) and 7 as in the beginning of this 
section. It is enough to show that 
sup Pp{uF(7) E ~~+\&(*44, dy(a)) > TV, N = 11, e_c,E2 
P,{dy(a)) > T’, N = 1) 
(3.11) 
$0El‘(C) 
The lower bound e-Kb’2F2 for the denominator is obtained as in Lemma 3.1 (the 
path that works here is just the evolution by the flow until time i, continued with 
the linear interpolation to some convenient point in the orbit uz,_i or v-*,_i). With 
the aid of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 one gets e-h’2E-2 as an upper bound for the numerator 
(where h was defined in (3.5)). Taking b small, (3.11) follows. 0 
End of the proof of Theorem 2.1. With the aid of these four lemmas, it is easy to 
conclude the proof of the theorem. Indeed, choose the radius c of the neighborhood 
Bc(f&) which appears in definition (3.2) (and so, in (3.4)) so small as necessary 
for Lemma 3.4 to hold. Then, from Lemma 3.4 and (3.10), 
P,{.Z, E ad+\Bs(f+,), r2< r A T A q,} 
c e-C’F2E~[n,,<,,,n,n7,P~~~~*~{T(~(a))> 711 
S e~c’F2PV{Z, E a&+}. (3.12) 
Now, from Lemma 3.3, take T in decomposition (3.4) such that 
P,{A n T < 7O A 72 A 7) s e~2[As+‘1’p2 (3.13) 
Vq E B,(4,). Choose then d such that (3.5) holds. Lemma 3.2, for $ = d,, F= 
a&!+\B,(+&), r = id and T as already fixed yields: 
P,{A n [ 7,, < T A 72 A T]} c e-2[s(~~‘+h-s’~~“‘F2. (3.14) 
Substitution of the probabilities of the events on the right of (3.4) by its estimates 
(3.14), (3.13) and (3.12) gives 
sup P,G E a~+\B,(*M 
‘PptY(d P,{Z, E ad+} 
e~2[S(~,)+h-S(~,)l/F2 + e~2[S(~,)~S(~,)+lI/f2 + e~C/~2pq{z, E a&+} 
s sup 
rpc?J(a) P,{Z, E ad+> I. 
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Taking b small enough, it follows that (3.1) goes to zero as E goes to zero. 
From the Remark below Lemma 3.3, it is not difficult to conclude that 
s~p~,~~(+,) P+{r”(y(a))> rFIsePMf* for some positive A4, for sufficiently small 8. 
Then, the theorem follows from the strong Markov property. 0 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.2 
The first observation is that it is enough to prove the theorem for the class of 
functions IO, 
Jo(u) = 1 1 ifu~Bd44, 0 if not. 
Now define 
S&(q~)=inf{tZO: u’(t; c~)E(C~([o,Ll\d)uB,(-~,)}. 
(We shall only write S’ when the initial condition is clear.) The next lemma shows 
that it is enough to prove Theorem 2.2 for S” instead of T’. This has the advantage 
of having to consider only paths in a bounded set. 
Lemma 4.1. 
P,{S”<T”}+0as~+0, 
uniformly for cp in BJq5,). 
Proof. One must show 
Pq{uF(SF)g B,(-&)}+O as E+O. 
We shall not give a detailed proof of this, since it runs exactly as that of Theorem 
2.1. Just observe that the path constructed in Lemma 3.1 also provides here the 
lower bound for the probability of arrival at adu Bc(-4,). The corresponding 
upper bound for the probability that it takes place at &$ is obtained with the aid 
of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, since infqEalpp S(q)> S(O)+2. 0 
Now, Theorem 2.2 is proved once we show that, for some R, as specified and 
6 > 0 given, 
[Ue(~~(~))-l]ds <6Vlsl,,Z,a1 +I as E+O, 
(4.1) 
where I, = sup{Z E N: S’ 2 ZR,}. 
Estimating this probability as in Theorem 3 of Galves, Olivieri and Vares (1987), 
we obtain that (4.1) follows if we can show the existence of R, as in the enunciate 
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of the theorem, and of a sequence K, such that: 
PV{Z, 2 1) = P,{SF G= R,}+ 1 as F + 0, uniformly for cp E B,(4,), (4.2a) 
ase+O, uniformlyforcpEB,(f$,), (4.2b) 
I 
(I+l)RE 
[n,(u’(s))-ids >S,S”>(Z+l)R, +O 
I& I 
as E + 0. (4.2~) 
In the next proposition we give a lower bound for the times 7’(C,[O, L]\&‘). 
This gives sequences for which (4.2a) is valid. In Proposition 4.5, an upper bound 
is given, what gives K, for which (4.2b) holds. Finally, the estimate needed to prove 
(4.2~) is given in Proposition 4.6. 
Proposition 4.2. If R, = edjE2, with A E (0, 2AS), then, 
inf P,{ 7’ > R,} + 1 as E + 0. 
V~B,(4,) 
Proof. Consider radii a, b, sets r(a) and y(b), times {oi}~~, { v,}z,, and variables 
N and 2, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. By the strong Markov property, we have, 
for any natural number m and cp E B,(+,): 
P,{T’~R,}~P,{T’ <~‘(y(a))}+ sup P,{Ncm} 
Jltda) 
+ sup PG{um CR,, N > m}. 
JEY(d 
(4.3) 
Now, for any +E r(a), 
P,{N=l}s sup Pc{~F<~F(y(u))}. 
ttv(b) 
(4.4) 
We know that, for c as given, Pc{~F < 6(-y(u))} goes to zero with F, uniformly 
in 5~ &(-4,). (See the Remark 3.1.) This gives that the first probability on the 
right-hand side of (4.3) goes to zero with E, as well as the right-hand side of (4.4), 
if b c c. In fact, with the aid of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we obtain a more precise 
estimate: for any h > 0 given, and b small enough, 
sup PC{ TF < TP ( y( a))} < e-(2AS-h)‘E2 (4.5) 
Sty(b) 
for E sufficiently small. Then, from (4.4), (4.5) and the strong Markov property, 
sup P,{ N < m} s 1 - (1 - em(2AS~h)‘e*)m. 
$~Y(fl) 
Taking m(.c) = [e(2AS-2h)lF2 1, it follows then that the second term on the right-hand 
side of (4.3) goes to zero with 8. 
To estimate the remaining term, we have that, for is m, 
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for some positive M and E small. (The second inequality follows from Remark 3.1.) 
Writing then 
~nl =w,-u,+a,-u,+‘~~+u,-u~-,, 
from the strong Markov property we have that, for any $ E r(a) and E small, 
where&,=X,+** * +X,,,, {Xi} i.i.d. with P{X, = 1) = $ = 1 - P{X, = O}. Taking now 
h <;(2AS-A), the lemma follows from the law of large numbers. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let r > 0 be such that B,(+,) = 93+. Then, for any given y > 0, 
sup P,{7’(B,(~,))>~,S’>t,}~O as~+O, (4.6) 
*~.~\&-G+J,) 
where t, = e”“. 
Proof. Let us denote A = d\[B,.(-4,) u B,(+,)]. Be y given, and take any cp E A. 
Since t, -+1x:‘ as F -, 0, for sufficiently small F we have 
P,{T’(&(&)) > JiT, S’ > ~1s P~{,‘(G[O, Ll\A) > &I 
+ E’P{T’(C,[O, L]\A)}. 
E 
We shall estimate this last expectation by finding a positive T such that 
Pp{7”( C,[O, L]\A) < T}s e0”(3E’), 
if B sufficiently small. From the strong Markov property we then get 
E’{T~(CJO, L]\A)}s T 1 Pq{~‘(CDIO, Ll\A)z nT} 
< T C (1 _e-Y/(3d)n = T eY/(3E2)e 
ntrm 
(4.7) 
Recall that the time needed by the deterministic flow starting at cp E A to reach any 
given neighborhood of the equilibrium points C, = B,(f41) u Be(k&) u B,(O) is 
uniformly bounded (for cp E A). (See Proposition A.3.) Having made this remark, 
the proof of (4.7) is very similar to that of Lemma 3.1, so we only indicate how to 
construct the corresponding v,, for cp E A: just follow the deterministic flow until 
it reaches a small neighborhood of some equilibrium point. If it is 4, or -4,) we 
are done. If not, continue with the linear interpolation to one of the orbits that lead 
to 4, or -$I,, and follow it then until it gets sufficiently close to #Jo or -& . Taking 
the neighborhood small enough, I( vV) <a-y, and (4.7) follows from (2Sa). 0 
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Lemma 4.4. Let %c C,[O, L] be a bounded set, containing a neighborhood B,(+,). 
Then. 
inf P,{7”(C,[O, L]\%)> t,}+l as&+0 
atB,(+,) 
for some suficiently small d, and t, = eY’E2, with y < infqEas,,,(+,) [S(p) - S(4,)]. 
Proof. It is analogous to that of Proposition 4.2. Indeed, take a, b, r(a) and y(b) 
as there, and contained in Br,2( qk~~). Define also {O-i}, {vi}, N and Zip with % instead 
of &. Then P,{?(CJO, L]\%‘)<~~(y(a))} is seen to go to zero in the same way 
as the first term on the right-hand side of (4.3) if d is so small that {u( t; c~)},,~c 
Br,J&). From Lemmas 3.3 and 3.2, one obtains supGEY(,) P,,,{ N = 1) s ey’F2, and 
the rest can be done following step by step the proof of Proposition 4.2. 0 
Proposition 4.5. For any given p, 
sup p,{ T” > e(2dStp)‘E2} + 0 as E + 0. 
rn~K(@I) 
Proof. From Lemma 4.1 and Chebysheb inequality, it is enough to see that E’S’ s 
e(2AStp’2)‘F2 for any cp E B,(4,). This expectation can be estimated as in Lemma 4.3, 
that is, by showing that for E small, and some T, 
P,(se < T} > e-Ws+~/N9. 
(4.8) 
The corresponding path is just the flow until it reaches a small neighborhood of 
+i, pasted with the path constructed to prove Lemma 3.1 (that goes from r(a) to 
B,(-4,)). By just taking the neighborhoods small enough, one gets I( v,) < 2AS++p. 
Then (4.8) follows from (2Sa). 0 
Proposition 4.6. If R, = e’/“, there exists y in (0, A) such that, if t, = evif2, then 
1 Rz 
sup P, - {I I R, o [%H(uF(s)) - l] ds > S, S, > R, S e-c(s)R~“~, ~~~\B,(k&) 
for some positive constant c(6). 
Proof. We shall only outline the proof, since the scheme is similar to that of Lemma 
6 of Galves, Olivieri and Vares (1987). Let 0 > 0 be given and V c BB(41) a set 
satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4, and d, y and t, also as in this lemma. 
Consider N, = inf{r > 0: R, > rtp} and the variables 
0 ifu’visitsB,(+,)during[(i-l)t,,(i-l)t,+<) 
y: ZZ andstaysinVintherestof[(i-l)t,,it,), 
1 ifnot. 
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Estimating as in the proof of Lemma 6 of Galves, Olivieri and Vares (1987), we 
have that, for E small enough (such that l/&<&5), and cp E &\B,(-c#J,), 
The expectation satisfies 
To estimate the exponent, we have 
sup P,{ Y: - 1, S” > t,} 
~~~\B,(-+,) 
+ sup p$O(,f(cDIO, Ll\W < t,). 
v~Bci(sb~) 
From Lemma 4.3, the first term on the right of inequality above goes to zero with 
E, and Lemma 4.4 guarantees the same thing for the second. We then have 
1 R= 
sup p, F {I I [I,( up( s)) - l] ds > 6, S, > R, < e N~(“(E)ps’4), cptd\B,(-+,) F 0 
with 0( .e) + 0 as E + 0, what gives the result. !I 
End of the Proof of Theorem 2.2. Take R, = e(2As-‘)‘F2, with 5 E (0,2AS), and 
K, = er/E2, with r > 5. 
From Proposition 4.2, (4.2a) is satisfied for this sequence R,. 
From Proposition 4.6, for the given 0>0, there exists a > 0 such that, if F is 
sufficiently small, 
This shows that (4.2~) is valid. Now observe that 
P+,{I, > K,}s P,{SE > K,R,} = P,{S& > e(2ASp5+r)‘E2}, 
that goes to zero uniformly for cp E B,(+,), what proves (4.2~). 
That R,/pF + 0 as E + 0 follows from Propositions 4.2 and 4.5. 0 
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Appendix 
We shall use here the notation u,(x, t) instead of u(x, t; cp). H,, Hz,. . . , etc. will 
denote positive constants. 
Lemma A.l. Ifcp E C’,[O, L] then, (d’u,/dx*) (x, t) exists for any t > 0 and, given a 
bounded set GZ and times 0 < To < T, , there exists H, such that 
(A-1) 
Proof. The integral equation by U, is 
I 
il 
+‘X 
u,(x, t) = - -(y~x)*/(4(r-s))~(U)(y,S) dy & 
0 -02 
I 
+oO 
+- _-a3 &e~'y~x)21i"'~(y) dy, 
where we have just written explicitly the operators G and g of (2.1). For a given 
I,!J E C,[O, L], 4 is the odd, 2Lperiodic extension of $ to the whole line. In case 
one has f~ C,([O, L] x [0, T]), f is obtained from f in the same way, for each 
t E [0, T]. 
Taking derivatives with respect to x, and performing the change of variables 
(y-x)/&=n and (y-x)/&=& we have 
n e&q[u(x+2n&, s)] dn ds 
I 
+cO 
+ _~ &.$e-"'$(x+2fJi) d& 
We know that, for some H2 depending on %, 
(A.2) 
sup supIIu,(t)]l SeKTH2. 
(REV rsT 
That is, U, and thus V’(u) are uniformly bounded, by some H3. From (A.2), the 
spatial derivative of u exists, and 
In particular, 
rpEW ~(-,i,,l~ + sup II x&E 1 - a3 fi +m H3=:H4. 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
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Since u,(x, t) = u,(x, t-$T,) if Cc, = ~~($7’~) and t z;T,, taking (A.4) into account, 
to estimate (A.l) we need to estimate ~~(~‘u,,,/~?x’)( a, t)lla for 1~ [$T,, T,-$T,J, 
where IIt+!IIca~ H3 and II~‘lla)~ H4. Taking derivatives in (A.2), we have 
$(x+2~Jt-s, s) d7 ds 
(A.9 
Since for some H5 and H6, 
sup IIV”(u,)(*, t)ll,sHs 
llVll=H3;~=T 
and 
,,~~~~l/~(.~~)ll~~(~+~)H6 
one obtains 
Observing that 
one has that 
and the lemma follows. 0 
Proposition A.2. The conjigurations *c#J~, are asymptotically stable with respect to the 
sup norm. 
Proof. We shall prove for 4,) the proof for -C#Q being identical. 
Let b > 0 be given. We know that Lipschitz continuity in the initial condition 
holds for u (see 2.2): 
(A.61 
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Also, writing au,/ax as in (A.2), and using the fact that 4, is an equilibrium 
point, we obtain, for cp E Bb(4,): 
au&, t) 
a 44 f) 
+., 
ax ax + sup IV’[u,(x, s)l- ~MxHl 77 XE[O,L] 
J s f 
(A.7) 
what yields, since V’(u) is a polynomial, 
II au,(., t) au,,(., t)I/ <H eK’Ji 1 ax - ax ,-*J;; II~-sIlIm+~ ll~-41llco. (A.81 
In particular, if the initial condition 40 is close to &, u,(l) is still close to 4, in 
the norm ]I . I], . 
Now, for the given b, take a G epK b and such that [H8 e”/&+ l/&la s r, where 
r is such that if ]I+ - or]], or, then II+r-u+(r)]],~ b/LVt>O (recall that +r is 
asymptotically stable with respect to II Ill). F or such an a, the orbits {~,(t)},~~, for 
cp E B,(4,) remain in &(4,), what proves the proposition. 0 
Proposition A.3. DeJine, for each positive e, C, = B,( f$l) u B,( f &) u B,(O). Let 
A c CDIO, L] a bounded set, and 
T,(A)=supinf{t: u(t; cp)~ C,}. 
VGA 121 
Then, for each e > 0, 
T,(A) < ~0. (A.9) 
Proof. Take, for the given e, a positive a such that: if cp E C,, then 
SUP~p.C,,,,,IIU~(t)-~llm- < e, where 4 is the critical point with minimal distance to cp. 
The closure of the set {u,($: cp E &} is compact in C,[O, L] (as (A.3) shows). 
Then, from continuity of the paths u,+,(t), and the fact that they converge to some 
equilibrium point as t goes to infinity, one sees that 
supinf{t: u(t;cp)EC,}<oO, 
cppcA t=O 
that implies (A.9), from the choice of a. 0 
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